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F.O Summary 
Consider random variables X,Y, ••• whose distributions are 
lmovm except for an unlawwn parameter e belonging to a lmow-11 
finite set e • Identify each varia-ble with the experiment it de-
fines and write X~ Y if X and Y are equally informative. 
We give first, for given X and Y a functional criterion for 
the existence of a Z , indpendent of X , such that Y ~ (X,Z) • 
Combining this with a result on consistent families of experiments, 
we prove that X has the property that any more informative Y is 
~ (X,Z) for some Z independent of X if and only if there is a 
rv 
X"" X such that: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
~ 
X is, with probability 1 , a non empty sub set of e • 
Each e belongs to some possible value of 
rv 
X • 
If u1 I= u2 are possi-ble values of 
#(U1 n u2) ~ 1 • 
rv 
X then 
rv 
are n possible values of X 
such that ui n ui+1 I= 0 ; i = 1, ••• ,n then nu. 1= 0 • i J. 
F.1 Introduction 
Consider random variables X,Y, ••• whose distributions are 
knovm except fo:r an unknown parameter 8 belonging to a known 
finite set e • One way to increase the information (on e) given 
by X is to observe a Z which is independent of X and then 
consider the combination Y = (X,Z) • What about the converse? 
Suppose Y is more informative than X • When do there exist a 
Z , independent of X , such that Y is equally informative as 
(X,Z) ? Using essentially the same approach as used by Strassen 
[4], we find that this is the case if and only if a certain functio-
nal associated with Y is everywhere ~ a certain functional asso-
ciated with X • 
We use this criterion to obtain a description of the variables 
X having the property that any Y which is more informative than 
X is equally informative as some pair (X,Z) where Z is indepen-
dent of X , In doing so we needed an auxiliary result on consi-
stent families of experiments with varying parameter sets which may 
be of separate interest. 
a 
rv 
X 
It turns out that X has this property if and only if there is 
rv 
such that X and X are equally informative and: 
(i) X is, with probability 1 , a non empty sub set of e • 
(ii) Each e belongs to some possible value of e , 
(iii) 
(iv) 
N 
If u1 ~ u2 are possible values of X then #(u1nu2) ~ 1 • 
If are distinct possible values of such 
that uinui+1 F 0 ; i = 1,2, ••• ,n where un+1 = u1 then 
n 
n u. F 0 • 
. 1 ~ ~= 
F.2.1 
F.2 Notations, definitio.ns and -basic facts. 
(Pe 
(Pe 
is 
An experiment will here be defined as a pair G!= ((x,Jr), 
• 8 E e)) • 
• e E e) • 
the sample 
A notion 
where (x,Jf) is a measurable space and 
is a family of probability measures on unr . 
space of ~ while e is the parameter set of 
(x, J}) 
~. 
of n-being more informative" for experiments was in-
traduced by Bohnenblust, Shapley and Sherman and may ·be found in 
Blackwell [1). This was generalized by LeCam in [3] (see also 
Heyer [2]) to the notion of e-deficiency. 
Definition. Let ~ and ~ be experiments with the same parameter 
set ® • Then we shall say that (5 is more informative than~ , 
if to each decision space (D,~) (i.e. a measurable space) where 
~is finite, every bounded loss function (e,d) ~ w9 (d) on 
e x D (w8 is assumed measurable for each e E e) and every risk 
function r obtainable in ~ there is a risk function r' obtain-
a·ble in ~ so that 
r' (e)< r(e) 
= 
• 
' 
e E e 
If c£ is more informative than ~ then we will write this G ~~ . 
Let g =( (x,Jt), (P9 : e E e)) and ~ =((~ ~1), (Q9 : e E e)) 
be two experiments such that (P9 : a E e) is dominated, ~ is a 
Borel sub set of a complete separable metric space and S~ is the 
class of Borel sub sets of ~ • Then it follows from theorem 3 in 
LeCarn1 s paper [3] (see section 1 in [5]) that c; ~~if and only 
if there is a Markov kernel M from (x,Jf) to (~' SJ) so that 
• , a E e 
F.2,2 
cg o-- rc ce c2 If G 6 Y a.nd J 6 0 then we shall say that 0 cc and "J are 
equivalent (or equally informative) and we write this 
All experiments considered in this paper will be assumed, un-
less otherwise stated, to have the same finite parameter set G • 
vle refer to the paper [5 J for some of the basic facts on experiments 
with finite parameter sets. 
An experiment ~ = ((x,Jt),(P8 : e E e)) is equivalent to its 
standard experiment ~= ((K, Borel class),(s9 : e E e)) where K 
is the fundamental proba.bili ty simplex in R8 i.e. 
K = I x : x E R8 , x 6 o and 
the probability measure on K 
dP8 • <~ e E e) di:.re • 
e 
L.x = 1} and 
e e 
induced from 
se , for each e , is 
P8 by the map: 
from (x., tA) to (K, Borel class). The measure z::s8 is called 
the standard measure of ~ • The standard measure 8 determines the 
standard experiment since x ,...__> x8 is ,for each .e ,a version of 
dS8 
dfS':'" • 
e e 
Two experiments are equivalent if and only if they have the 
same standard experiments. A measure S on K is the standard 
measure of same experiment if m1d only if Jx8S(dx) = 1 ; a E e • 
If t and ~ are experiments with, respectively, standard measures 
S and T and G ~ ~ then we will occasionally write this S ~ T • 
Comparison of standard mesures may be expressed in terms of 
dilatations from K to K i.e. Markcv kernels D from K to K 
so that 
JyD(dy\x) = x ; x E K • 
F.2.3 
Then it follows (see section 3) directly from the result of 
LeCa.m quoted above that an experirnent with standard measure S is 
more informative than an experiment with standard measure T if and 
only if there is a dilatation D from K to K so that 
S :::: DT • 
Another necessary and sufficient condition for S ~ T is 
I cpdS ~ J Cf'dT 
for any continuous concave function cp on K • A direct proof that 
this implies the existence of a dilatation D such that S :::: DT is 
given by Strassen [4]. This may be expressed by inequalities on 
functionals of C(K)(:::: the set of continuous functions on K) • 
~et f E C(K) • Then the concave envelope i of f is the smal-
lest concave function cp which is ~ f • It follows from the last 
criterion that 
S ~ T if and only if JfdS ~ JtdT; f E C(K) • 
n~ ci J> c.£?. 
The product II t.? • (:::: G .. x G x ••• x 0 ) of a finite fanily i=1 l 1 2 n 
~. ~ ((x.,J~.)(P9 ., e E ®)) of experiments is the experiment l l l ,l 
(n(x., tl4'_. ), (II.P9 . : e E e)) • Products respects equivalence i.e. l l l ,l 
n c;. n ~ 
H 0 . "' II I . when 
. 1 l . 1 l l= l= 
[! . rv l. ' i = 1 ' 2, • • • n • l l Furthermore 
products are, up to equivalence, commutative and associative. We 
n 
D S. = s1s2 ••. S. when 
. 1 l 11 l= 
are standard measures of, respectively, & , Cf1 , ••• , ~n 
will occasionally write s = s, s1 ' ••• 'sn 
and c; = II {ti. 
An experiment t£ will be called a divisor 
there is an experiment d{ (not necessarilY 
0--
of the experiment S: if 
unique) so that (1 >< 'd(rv ~. 
We will write this (;(~. This notion respects equivalence in the 
sense that when ~ 1~ and 6 rv ~ and 
~ have, respectively, standard measures s and T and 
then we will occasionally write this SIT • 
Clearly {6 -;;, r;=- when G I~ • Our problem is to determine the 
experiments ~ which permit the converse impl.:i.cation. 
A very use£ul tool for studying products of experiments is the 
Hellinger transform. The Hellinger transform of an experiment 
with standard measure S is the map 
..!.. 
t r-> Jnx "' 9s(dx) 
e e 
from K to [0,1]. 
This transform determines S , i.e. ~ up to equivalence. 
If {! 1 , ••• , (!n are experiments then 
n dl n 
H( o 1 n 0 . ) = n H( o 1 ~.) • 
. 1 l . 1 l l= l= 
Clearly H( t I g) = 1 when t E ext K • We will therefore in 
the following, when # e ~ 2 , restrict the argument t to the set 
'"" K = K-ext K where ext K is the set of extreme points of K • 
The extreme points of K are preciselythepoints e8 : 8 E e 
where, for each e 1 
e~, = 1 or o as e' = e or e' ~e. 
The following notations \vill be used: 
A c B : A is a sub set of B and for some b E B 1 b rf. A , 
xy • • If x,y E R8 then xy E R8 is defined by 
8 E e} 
then L:x = L.x 
8 8 
F.2.5 
m : denotes the num·ber of elements in e 
#A: 
. 
• 
X>> y 
e 
the number of elements in the set A ~ 
Thus m = ll e 
If X E Re th 1 1 ol en ex = 18 : x 9 F 
If E Re. x,y then we may write X>> y if e => e 
X== y 
e = i.e. e is the point in R8 whose coordinates are 
all 
Measure on K: is synonym.uous ~rith"Measure on the class of Borel su·b 
sets of K" • 
Measure on B : More generally: If B is a Borel su·b set of some 
supp S 
space then a "measure on B" is used as synonymous with 
"a measure on the a-algebra Borel of subsets of B 11 • 
If s is a non negative measure on Re then supp S is 
the smallest closed set F such that s( i) = 0 • 
If f E C(K) and X E K then fx E C(K) is defined by: 
fx(y) = L: xyf(~~) • y E K • ,
If f is concave then f 
X 
is concave. 
Clearly fx(y) = fy(x) and fe = 1f m 
m 
.... A 
If f E C (K) and X E K , then gx =h where g = f and 
A 
h = fx • We may thus write fx without worrying about 
the order of the two operations. 
A 
• .
F.2.6 
If f E C(K) and S is a standard measure on K then 
f 8 E C(K) is defined by: 
f 8 (x) = Jzxyf(~Y)S(dy) = Jfx(y)S(dy) ; x E K. 
A A 
fs = g where g = fs • This function is, in general, 
different from hs where h = f • 
Sx If S is a standard measure on K and x E K then Sx 
is the probability distri"bution on K whose density w.r. t .. 
S is y ,.._...> Dey • 
: S9 = S 9 ; Hence {S8 : 8 E 8} is the standard experiment 
e 
!-l(f) : 
Jla . • 
. 
• 
• . 
whose standard measure is S • 
If ~ is a measure and f is a function then !-l(f) 
denotes J fdj.l • 
Any totally informative experiment, i.e. any experiment 
((x,Jf.),(P8 : e E e)) where P8 A P9 = o when e1 ~ o2 
1 2 
Any totally uninformative experiment i.e. any experiment 
((x, (N),(P9 : e Eo)) where P8 does not depend on o • 
If ~ = ((x,J~),(P6 :GEe)) is an experiment then the 
restriction ( (x, Jt), (P6 : o E U)) of {3 to a sub set U 
of e is denoted by 6 u • 
F.3 Necessary conditions. 
~1e purpose of this paper is to compare the orderings S < T 
= 
and S l T for s tandardmGasures S and T • In his paper [ 4 J 
Strassen proved the equivalence of ordering by dilatations and by 
integrals of convex functions within a somewhat more general con-
text than we shall need here. T'neorem 2 in [ 4 J implies within our 
set up. 
Theorem F. 3.1. (Strassen [ 4 ]. ) 
Let S, T, ~., ·be standardmeasures. Then: 
,. 
(i) sup{T(f) : T ~ S! = S(f) 
.... 
(ii) T ~ S <=> T(f) ~ S(f) ; f E C(K) 
Using essentially the same idea as in [4] we prove the corre-
sponding results for the ordering 11being divisible by" 
Theorem F.3.2. 
... 
(i) sup{T(f) : T ~ Sl = mfs(e/m) ; f E C(K) 
(ii) SIT if and only if T(f) ~ mfs(m- 1e) ; f E C(K) 
Proof: Let f E C(K) ffild suppose SIT. Then there is a standard-
measure V so that SV = T , Hence 
T(f) = J~yf(~ly)s(dy)V(dx) = Jfs(x)V(dx) = V(fs) 
Hence Sup{T(f) :SIT! = supV(fs) = sup{V(fs) : V ~ mo _1 } =(by V m e 
The last equality may also be seen directly, using only the 
fact that (m- 1e 1 t8 (m- 1e)) belongs to the convex hull of all 
points (x,f8 (x)) where x E K • It follows that the sup is 
actually obtained by a measure V whose support contains at most 
m + 1 points. 
Suppose finally that T(f) ~ mf8 (m- 1e) ; f E C(K) • 
Let ~denote the set of all standard measures T such that SjT • 
~ * II Then (j is a convex and weak compact sub set of the space VVl of 
4 
finite measures on K • If T did not belong to (3 then there is, 
by Hahn Banach t s theorem, a continuous linear functional L on rl£ 
such that 
L(T) > sup{L(T') : T1 E ~f 
* It follows from the continuity of L w.r.t. the weak topology on 
J{ , that it is an evaluation i, e .. there is a f E C(K) so that 
L(\J.) = \-l(f); 1-1 c_A{, Hence 
T(f) > sup!T'(f) : SjT'} 
Thus , by ( i ) , 
T(f) > mf8 (m- 1e) 
i.e. a contradiction, Hence SjT. 0 
We proved also: 
Proposition F.3.3 
Let f E C(K) and let S be a stru1dard measure. Then there 
is a standard measure V whose support contains at most m + 1 
points such that 
... ...1 (SV)(f) = mf 0 (m e) 
IJ 
Theorems 1 and 2 yield: 
.9..2£2.llary F. 3.j-
Let ~ be ru1 experiment with standard measure S • Then the 
equivalence 
holds if and only if 
& :-- c..e A-
Remark. We have, since G I ,_ => 0-;; -s- , always 
S(.f) ~ mf8 (m- 1e) ; f E ~(K) • It follows that the 11 =11 in the 
corollary may be replaced with "-;;" • 
Proof of the corollary. This follows directly from parts (i) of 
theorems 1 and 2. [) 
Corollary F.3.5 
cP Let 0 i ; i = 1, 2, ••• ,n ·be experiments such that for each i: 
c:;- ~ ~ i => tffi I;-- . Then ~ Gi has the same property i.e.: 
n 
n 
i=1 i 
=> 
i=:.;1 
n cJ. C'-
II 0 ·I~ 
. 1 J. J.= 
Proof: It suffices to consider the case n = 2. Let ·be the 
cg 
standard measure of 0 . ; i = 
J. 
the standard measure of 
where g = 
Then 
Let 
s1s2 is, be definition, 
f E C(K) • Then 
On the other hand: 
~ A 
= Jm<f;~ (m-1e)S2 (dy) = Jm(S1~(m- 1 e)S2 (dy) 
By corollary 4, each f E C(K) provides a necessary condition 
for ~ 11- . We write this condition out explici ty in 
Proposition F.3.6 
Let S ·be a standard measure and let f E C(K) • Then 
S(f) = mf8 (m-1e) if and only if there is a standard measure V so 
that for each x E supp S : 
and 
(ii) 
A 
f(2fL..) = f(XY ) L;xy L;xy for Vx almost all y • 
Re~;lark. Note that (i) and (ii) holds trivially when :x: E ext K • 
Proof of the proposition. 
1° Suppose V satisfies (i) and (ii) for each x E supp S • 
Then, by (i), S(f) = JJ.f<~i;y)Vx(cly)S(dx) • Hence, using (ii): 
S(f) = JJf(~y)Vx(dy)S(dx) = (SV)(f) = Jf8 (y)V(dy) 
~ J.f8 (y)V(dy) ~ mf8 (m- 1e) where the last 11< 11 follows from Jensen's 
A A -1 lilequality. By the remark: S(f) = mf8 (m e) • 
2° Suppose S(f) = mf8 (m-1e) • By proposition 3 there is a 
standard measure V so that SV(f) = mf8 (m- 1e) • Hence: 
~ JJ.fy(x)V(dy)S(c1x) = sv(r)-;:; s(r) . The last "<1' follows 9 since 
A 
SV > S , from the concavity of f • It follows that we have 11 =11 
= 
all the way. In particular S is consentrated on the set 
This set is, by continuity, closed. Hence 
Jfy(x)V(dy) :::. J.fy(x)V(dy) when x E supp S. This proves (ii). 
.... ... 
The equality SV(f) = S(f) yield: 
JJ.fy(x)V(dy)S(dx) = J.f(x)S(dx) 
By Jensen 1 s inequality: 
= f(s xyV(dy)) = f(x) • (>A A Hence, ·by continuity, J fy(x)V(dy) sc f(x) 
when x E supp S • lJ 
We will now investigate the consequences of the equality 
for various functions f E C(K) • Let 
~ E supp S - ext K • Then there is a f E 
... 
f(s) = 1 and {x : f(x) = f(x)l = ext K U 
C(K) so that f(e 0 ) 0 o , 
{g} • By proposition 6 
there is a V so that: 
~ E ext K U {g} for V~ almost all y 
and 
Hence, since f(e 0) 0 0 : 
almost all y , i.e. y is constant on 
This implies (and is implied ·by) vo 
1 
== 
so that 
e s for 
vo when 
2 
.k;Z_ - for VE 2:sy - S 
., 
v almost all y 
01,02 E es 0 
Consider novr any other point Ti E supp S - ext K • By propo-
sition 6, ~y E ext K U fsl for V~ almost all y , 
Suppose e. ¢ e • g il Then we cant t have 
is constant on e~ • Hence ~ E ext K for v 
'll 
for any y which 
almost all y • 
• 
This is equivalent to v~ Avo = 0 when o1,El2 E e'll and 0 1 A • v 1 F li/2 1 2 
Hence #(e n e ) < 1 • s i] = This i~mplies>for any pair of 
support points for S ; 
or 
It follows that 
7t(es n e11 ) ;; 1 • 
#(es n e~) ~ 1 whenever are different points 
in supp S • We have proved: 
Proposition F.3.7 
Suppose S(f) = mfs(m- 1e) whenever f E C(K) is such that 
.. 
#!x : x i ext K , f(x) = f(x)l < 1 • Then 
#(e, n e ) < 1 ~ 1l :::t 
for any pair s,IJ of different support points for S • It follows 
in particular that the map 
from supp S to the class of sub sets of e is 1-1 • 
Remark. S has, by the last statement, finite support. 
Let us proceed to more complicated configurations of points in 
supp S • 
Pro:eosition F.3.8 
4 
.... -1 Suppose S(f) = mf8 (m e) whenever f E C(K) • Let 
g 1 s2 ~n ·be n > 2 points in supp s such that , ' ... ' 
= 
and 
(ii) • ,
Then 
Proof: We may, since the case n = 2 is trivial, assume n > 3 • 
= 
Consider first the case where n n °o s E ext K , s = e say. Then 
8 ::0 ! 8 0} • Hence: 
sn 
e n-1 () e = ! C 0 } -- e n e s sn f;;n g1 
It follows that we may assume sn 1/. ext K • 
Let f E C(X) be such that *) 
{x f(x) = f(x)} =ext K u {s1 , ••• ,sn-1} , f(x) > 0 
*) Let A ·oe any finite sub set of K-ext K • Then there is a 
f E C(K) so that f(e 8 ) = o 0 ' f(a) > 0 
when a E A and 
4 
{x . f(x) == f (x) l = ext K U A • This follow from the fact that • 
there are positive numbers y(a); a E A so that the poi.11ts (e8,o); 
0 E e and (a,y(a)); a E A are the extreme points of the convex hull 
they span in KxR. This, in turn, may be proved ·oy induction on #A • 
By proposition 6 there is a st&~dard measure V so that, for each 
x E supp S 
( ) "&£_ l 1 n-1 1 ~ l:xy E ext K U 1 g , ••• ,g for Vx almost all y • 
i '1 n-1 1 Consider a ~ E s , ••• ,; -ext K • 
By (~) 
~ ~ n-1 l:sy E ext K u ls , ••• ,s l for Vs almost all y. 
Suppose where 1 < j < n-1 • 
:::::0 = 
Then 
By proposition 7 
~j = s or gj E ext K • Hence 
~~y E {g} U ext K for Vg almost all y • 
We proceed now as in the proof of the previous proposition 
By (Cl.) 
t(s) = J i<fu)vs(dy) = f(s)vs({y: ~ = ~~ ) l:sY -;, 
Jy:~lY =sl 
so that 
v s < 1 y = ny = s 1 ) = 1 
Hence y is constant on eg for V almost all y • It follows 
that ve = v8 when 
1 2 
This conclusion is trivial if 
n-1 
s E ext K • Hence, by (ii), v0 = v0 when 
1 2 
e1 , o2 E u e .. i=1 sl 
Consider next sn • By (ii) 
Fn ... r E '1 1 ~ ext K u ls , ••• ,gn- l 
I:snY 
for almost all y • 
Hence and There are, 
by proposition 7, points on and on-1 in ® so that 
esn-1 n esn = lon-"1} and esn n GS1 =lent • Suppose On_ 1 I= On. 
Then, since On_1 , OnE 8En V A V = 0 • On the other hand, 0n-1 en 
n-1 
since r, E U 8 . 
.. ,.,_ l 
.LJ i=1 s 
Hence On-"1 = On • 
Corollary F.3.9 
;) 
= V i.e. a contradiction. 
on 
0 
Suppose S(f) = mfs(m- 1e) ; f E C(K) • Let s1 , ••• ,sn be n 
distinct points in supp S such that 
i = 1,2, ••• ,n where Then 
n 
n e~ I= 0 • 
i=1 gi 
Proof: The corollary is trivial if n ~ 2 • Suppose the statement 
holds whenever n < q where q ~ 3 • Let 1 q S , ••• ,g be q 
distinct points in supp S such that e . n e . I= 0; i=1, ••• ,q 
sl sl+1 
Where ,.q+1 = p- 1 • B . t. 7 th . t 0 0 ~ ~ y proposl lOn ere are poln s 1 , ••• , q 
in e so that 
By proposition 8, 
Hence, by the induction 
q-1 
n e . = l oq_1l i::::o1 s1 
follows that 
i.e. 
Hence e 1 A e 1 = lo 1l • q- q-s s 
hypothesis and proposition 6 , 
o 1 =c 2 =. • • =o q -1 so that It 
0 
It follows .from these results that we must examine classes 2{_ 
o.f sub sets o.f e which satisfies: 
l 11 } and 0 r1 71 A1 : U U : U E lA.. = e ll= VL 
A2 : U 1 , U 2 E 7{ and U 1 ~ U 2 => #(U 1 n U 2) ';;i 1 
A3 : I.f u1,u2, ••• ,un are n distinct members of U such 
that u • n u · 1 ~ 0 ; i = 1 1 e • • 1 n Where l l+ then 
n 
nU./=0 • 
. 1 .l l= 
Let U satisfy A1 , A2 and A3 • Occasionally we may have sets 
u1, ••• ,un in t{' not necessarily distinct, such that ui n ui+11= 0 ; 
i ::::o 1,2, •• ,,n where 
permitted to conclude 
u ::: u1 • n+1 
n 
nU.:f0. 
. 1 l l== 
Then we are, in general, not 
We have, however, 
r 
n v. f:. 0 
. 1 l l= 
where v1 ' ••• , vr are obtained from u1, ••• 'un "by the following 
reduction procedure: 
Put Vi= Ui as long as #lu1,o •• ,uij :::: i • If #lu1 , ••• ,un} = n 
then r = n and V. = U. ; i = 1, ••• ,n and there is nothing to 
l l 
prove. If #lu1 , ••• ,unl < n then there is a largest j so that 
#lu1 , ••• ,ujl = j • Clearly 1 ~ j ~ n-1 • By assumption there is 
a smallest i in !1,2, ••• jj so that ui = uj+1 • Consider the 
reduced sequence: 
and 
if j = n-1 • 
Continuing this procedure we o·btain eventually a 
v1, ••• ,vr of distinct sets in 
vr = un v. n ~ vi+1 1: 0 i ;:::: 
r 
By assumption A3 , n V. 1: 0 • 
. 1 ~ ~= 
{u1, ••• ,unl such 
1 , ••• , r where 
sequence 
that v1 = u1 , 
vr+1 = v1 0 
F.4._1 
F.4 An auxiliarY result on consistent families o~ eA~eriments 
In order to establish sufficient conditions we shall need the 
following result on consistent families of experiments. 
Theorem F .LI-.1 
Let 1{ be a class of subsets of Gl satisf~ring A1 , A2 and A3 
of section 3 and let ( 7-.U : U E}{ } be a family of experiments such 
'11\m, that 1\ for each U , has parameter set U. Then there is an 
experiment ~ with parameter set e so that 'J{U , for each U E?J.. , 
is equivalent to the restriction of )( to U. 
The proof is based on: 
*) PrOJ20Sit~o.E .. F.4.2 
Let G be ar.J.y experiment with parameter set e and let eo E e. 
E e on [0,1] so that ~ Then there are ato::nless measures P 8 : 8 
is equivalent to (P8 : 9 E 8) and Pe 
0 
is the uniform distribution 
on [O, 1] • 
Proof: We may, since the case # e = 1 is trivial assume i\~ e ~ 2 • 
'f. There are, since 0 is equivalent to its standard experiment and 
K is Borel isomorph to [-1 ,O[ probability measures Q8 : 8 E Gl on 
c)', [-1 ,O[ such that G is equivalent to (Q8 : e E e) • Put A = 
[x : ~ Q8 (x) > 0} • Then A is an enumerable subset of [-1, O[ • 
Let a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , ••• be an enumeration of its elements. Put 
/!j [-1,0[ u U{[v,v+1[ is defined J 'I'hen '- . av I ·.~· - . 
1= [-"],CD [ or = [1,n+1[ ao :/l= A =co or 4!= A = n+1. Let A.v 
denote the uniform distribution on [v,v+1[ and put 
·--------- --------
~') Actually the pro:posi tion carries over, with only minor changes 
in the proof, to the case of infinite parameter sets provided 
the experiment is separable. 
F.4.2 
for each Borel subset B of~ • 
It is easily checked that IIL:c 8 Q911 = IIL:c8 V8ll 
8 for each c E R ,. 
By the corollary to proposition 12 in Le Cam's paper [3] the expe-
ct 
riment 0 is equivalent to [v 9 : 8 E ®}. [Alternatively we may, 
Torgersen [ 5] , conclude that the experiments are equivalent for 
testing problems and, consequently, equivalent~] The measures 
are obviously continuous; i.e. atomless,. Let v e, a and 
v8 , 8 denote, respectively, the v80 absolutely continuous part of 
V 8 and the V 80 singular part of V 9 • Hence 
Put 
= ve + ve 
,a ,s 
ve << Ve 
,a o 
and V 9 s 1\ V 8 = 0 
' 0 
v9 = v9 , v9 = o 
o'a o O's 
F(x) = Ve 
0 
Then T 8 = 1 • 
0 
(]--co,x[) • X E 
' 
R and let, 
F~1(p) be the lower p fractile of ve i.e. 
0 
inf [x : F (X) ~ p } • Put Fe a(x) = v8 a(]-ro,x[) 
' ' for each 8 ' the distribution function Ke on 
Then K8 is continuous t 
for each p E ]0,1[, 
-1 ( ~ F PJ = 
; X E R and define, 
]0' 1 [ by: 
follmvs that K8 is the distribution function of a non negative 
and atomless measure 1-le on [0, 1] • The total ma.ss of the measure 
1-le is K8 ('1--) = T 8 • 'l'he measures 1-le : 8 E 8 have the following 
properties: 
(a) 1-le is the uniform distribution on [0,1] 
0 
Cs) 1-le >> l-l 8 : 8 E e 
0 
[Here is a proof of ( S) : Choose a 8 E Gl and let e: > 0 o 
Then there is, since v 8 
0 
n 
>> v8 : e E s 
,a 
L: 1F8 (y. ) - F8 (x. ) ! < e i=1 , a l ,a l when 
a 6 > 0 so that 
n 
x 1 < y1 ~ x 2 ~ ••• -; Yn_1 ~ xn -; Yn and i:1 {F(yi)- F(xi) 1 < 6 
Let P1 ~ q1 ~ P2 ~ • • • ~ qn-1 ~ Pn ~ qn and 
and y. 
l 
Then 
Hence 
n n 
r: lKe(qi)-Ke(p.)l = r: lFe (y.)-Fe ,(x.)l < e:J i =1 l i =1 , a l , a l 
Put -'1 X= F and y = F • 
V 8 ..,Y-1 = f-1 8 ; 8 E 8 o Hence ,Q. 
when 
Then 
@ 
c E n • 
8 E Gl and 
Let J be a Borel subset of ]0,1[ which has Lebesgue measure 
zero and is Borel isomorph to 
v e,sP-1 .. Clearly IlL: ce a ell = 
R by the map p : B. ... J • Put a 8 = 
!IL:c 8 V8 ,sjj ; cERe. In particular 
l!a 8 11 = jjv8 ,sll = 1- T 8 • The proof follmvs no1-J from the same result 
of Le Cam by putting P 8 = fle +O"e and noting that: 
!IL:c 8 P 8 11 
= llr:c 8 V8 !1 
= IIL:c 8 fl 8 1l+IIL:c8 a 8 11 = llr:c 8 V8 all+l!L:c 8 V8 sll 
' ' 
= II r: c 8 Q8 II • 
Corollary. F oLl-. 3 
0 
e.g. { c.e 1/ 
Let c') and 0 be experiments vvi th parameter sets, respective-
ly' (9 I ru1.d (9" • Suppose (9' u (9lr = (9 and #( e I n en) ~ 1 • Then 
there is an experiment (; with parameter set (9 such that 
and 
F.4.4 
cR./ ...... Proof: Let G (P~ : 8 E e•) and 
by· proposition 2, assume that cfo: and 
c.R /( 
6 ...... (P~ : 8 E e•;) • We may 
!f1 [C 
0 have the same samplespaces 
and that P I pt) h 8 = 8 w en Put 
I ot 
Pe = P 8 or = P 8 as 
8 E e• or 8 E e" • Then the experiment ~ = (P8 : e E e) has 
the desired properties. 
The corollary is actually a particular case of the theorem. 
We shall now prove the theorem by generalizing the patching used 
in the proof of the corollary. 
Condition A.3 ensures that the patching is consistent. 
Proof of theorem 1 
Denote by r:' the class of subsets c of e which have the 
property that there is an experiment with parameter set c such 
that the restriction of this experiment to an 
"-1P U • contained in C is equivalent to ~ 
U E'W.. which is 
Introduce an equivalence relation § or e by 
only if there is a sequence in 
8 I § 8 II if and 
/jj 
~ such that 8' E u1 , 
Let e.~- : t E T be 
ll 
the equivalence classes and suppose we have proved the theorem when 
# T = 1 • Put '7{t = [U : U E 7{ & U c;; et} • Clearly 1~ t satisfies 
Furthermore there is only one equivalence 
class w.r.t. the equivalence relation induced by 
It follm:'ITS that there is, for each t ' an experiment 
parameter set 
where u <; et. 
d( = (P 8 : e E e) 
e t 
If 
and sample space [0,1] 
~C t) = (P e t : 8 E et) 
' 
such that 
then we may put 
where when We may therefore 
assume that there is only one equivalence class. 
Choose next any and define recursively subsets 
of e by 
e1 = u 
ei+1 = u {u : u E {)._ , u n ei 1 0} 
and, since there are only one egui-
valence class' u e. = e .. i l It follows that 
e. = e 
l 
sufficiently large. It is, by induction, seen that 
when i is 
8 E e. if 
l 
and only if there are sets u1 = u' u2 'Q •• ' ui in ,-u so that 
ui 3 8 and u1 n u 2 1 0, u2 n u 3 1 0 p •• , ui_1 n ui 
Put I = [i : e. E ~} o It follo~vs from A.2 
l 
that 1 E I and 
trivially, i E I if 1 ~ i ~ j E I. We will be through if we can 
prove: 
Statement: Let i E I • Then i + 1 E I • 
Proof of the statement: If f.":\ - 'H' ~- - ~- /1 l l-1 then there is nothing to 
r 
prove. Suppose e. c e. 1 • l l+ Then e. 1 = e. U U V. where the l+ l i=1 l 
are the sets in U which intersects 
ei without being contained in e .• 
l 
Put eCo) = e. 
l 
and 
ei U V 1 U V 2 U .... U V j ; 1 ~ j ~ r • Consider the set 
J = {j : 0 ~ j ~ r , eC j) E b'J o Clearly 0 E J and j' E J when 
1 ., < ·II E J ~ J = J .. Suppose 9 I, e" E v. n e ... J l By the definition 
of e. so that 
l 
®i there are distinct subsets U~,u2, .... ,u; 
of 
u~ n u; I 0, u; n u; I 0, ... , u;_1 n u; I 0, 8 I E u* 1 ' 8 ., E u* a • By A .. 3 
u~ n u; n .... o n u; n v j I 0 o 
Hence 
[ e I } * = u1 n v. J 
so that 
e I = e~~ 
It follovvs that 
u* n v. = 
a J {8"} 
8 E 
have 
once 
and 
# (V . n 8. ) = 1 ; j = 1 , 2 , .... , r J J. 
Consider next distinct indexes j 1 , j 11 in [ 1 , 2, .... , r} • Let 
v.lnv.ll. 
J J 
Then, by assumption A2' 
seen # (V . I 1\ 8 . ) = # (V . II 1\ 8. ) = 1 0 J J. J J. 
more, that there~dfstinct elements 
v.l n8. = [8 1} J J. 
v."ne. = (8"} J J. 
v ·1 nv ." = J J 
It follows, 
8 I 8 II 
' 
in 8 
[a} • As we 
using A.2 
so that 
There are, by the definition of 8. , distinct subsets 
J. 
u(1)'•••,u(d) of 
u (k) n u (k-l-1 ) 1 0 
ei such that u( 1 ), ••• ,u(d) E K , 
when 1 ~ k < d and 8 1 E U ( 1 ) while 8" E U (d). 
By A. 3 ; v j 1 n u ( 1 ) n u ( 2 ) n .. • • n u (d) n v j " I r;5 • Hence [ 8 } = 
v j I n u (''!) n n u (d) n v j II so that 8 E @i 0 This proves that 
v • 1 n v • II s (@ • J J - J. when j' I j 11 
Combining the last two results we find that #(e(j)n v. ~) ~ 1. J+l 
Hence, by the corollary, j +1 E J 
follows, by induction that r E J 
when j E J and j < r • It 
i.e. 8. ~ E C. This proves J.+l 
the statement and, consequently, completes our proof of the theorem. 
n 
The theorem yield the following divisibility criterion: 
C orollaEY F .L!-.4-
Let "U be a class of subsets of 
Suppose ~ = ((x, A), (P8 : 8 E 8)) 
are experiments with parameter sets 
C i ) tu I r;:-u ; u E U 
8 satifying A1 , A2 and A3• 
and ~= ( cl1jS3), (Qe : 8 E e)) 
8 such that: 
(ii) A P 8 = A Q8 = o when r;5 c F ~ u ; u E l( 
F F 
F.4.7 
~lee-Then G -:; 
Remark. (ii) is automatically satisfied when ~ ~ ~ • 
Proof of the corolla£r: 
By (i) there is, for each U, an experiment ~U with para-
meter set U such that 
~ u x 'Xu~ ~u 
By the theorem there is an experiment dl with parameter set ® 
so that 
dC ,.., ~u 1, 
U ; U E vt • 
Hence 
cg X 0-
G u x u "' s-u 
so that 
when Glt ~ U E 1{ . 
By (ii) 
H(t I ~) = H(t I~) = 0 when ®t ~ U ; U E 1J... 
Hence 
H(t)c&,) H(tj'X) =H(tlq.--); t EK 
i.e. ~x"X,.,S"". 0 
F.5 Char~cterization of the experiments ~ which permits the 
implication ~ ~ t => ~ 1~ 
Let us begin by considering some simple experiments which all 
have the desired property. 
e To each a E [0,1] we associate an experiment 
j' a = ( ( x ,/4) , (P 8 : 8 E e) ) where x = [U : U ';; e and # U = 1 or # e] , 
J4.. = the class of all subsets of x and P 8 
[ 8] • and 1 - ae to' respectively' e 
form of G{ a is simply: 
and 
H(tLJ'a) te t E K- ext K • = II a 8 . 
' 8 
It follows that: 
tja x g'b Jab . a,b E [0,1] 
' 
e 
assigns masses 
The Hellinger trans-
Restrictions of these experiments to subsets of the parameter 
set is of the same type. More specifically [cfaJU = ~lU when 
U is a non empty subset of 8 and alu is the restriction of a 
to U. This class includes the experiments rJ,.<i and J1..-~_ since: 
;fa ,...J(a_ <=> 
and 
j' a ,.., dli <=> a = e • 
Within the class the ordering ~~eing more infer-
mati ve 11 coincides with the ordering 11being divisible by11 • This fol-
lows from 
Let e a,b E [0,1] • 
where the first "=> 11 may be replaced by equivalence "<=> 11 pro-
Proof: Suppose a ~b. Then b = ac where c 9 = b 9/a9 when 
ae > 0 • Hence 1 b ,..., :1 a X 1 c so that '!a I i b 0 The implica-
tion J a 1 1 b => ;j a ~ 1' b is trivial • Suppose next that 
J a ~ j' b f vKa. Then J a f Jta. The standard measures of c.f a 
and j b assigns, respectively, masses 1 - a 8 and 1 -be to e e .. 
Hence 1 - a 8 ~ 1 - be ; 9 E ® i.e .. a~b. 
Let ® a,b E [0,1] • vf a ,..., J II Then cJ c) b f 1Jt.ta <=> a = b 
Proof: This follows directly from the proposition. 0 
Factors of the form ~a may be determined from: 
Proposition F.5.3 
/J 
and 
Let ~= ((x,J+),(P9 : eEB)) be an experiment and let, for 
each e , Fe be the l: Pe, absolutely continuous part of Pe • 
8' 18 
Put Q8 = !IP81!-1P8 or = Pe as P 9 I 0 or P 8 = o, and let~ 
denote the experiment c:r = ( Cx, ~")' (Q8 : 8 E e)) • Then 
,J J! (7'-
G"'cJaxt 
if and only if a 8 = IIP8 il when P 8 I 0. 
cg J t8 Proof: Put 1-1 = l:P and fe = dP8/dll. Then H(tlcr;) = ilf 9 dll. 8 8 
Furthermore: 
Put U = [ 8 : P 8 I 0} • Then 
= H(t 1 ~~) /n l!P8llte. Hence 
u 
J( ~ te o-
H(t l '0) = rr IIP9 11 H(t 15 ) ; 
9EU 
IIP911 > o. Then H(tlG) = 
""' tE K D Suppose ae 
te r.-- • rra 9 H(t[1); loe. 
e 
• 
(The values of a 9 
H(tl~) = 0 when 
when 9 ¢ U does not matter since H(tj ~) = 
Conversely, suppose 
"' 
H(t I G) = ilb~9 H(tl~) • 
8 
Let e E u. Then Pe -j 0 0 It follows that there is a e I -j e 
so that p 8 I A p 8 -j 0 D Put t e = A ' t e I = 1 - A where A E ]0' 1 [ • 
Then 0 < H(tl~) = b~b~7AH(tj)) and 
0 < H(t I ~) = a~a~-;A. H(t 1 ~) 
Hence 0 < b"-b~-;A. A. 1-A. A. .... 1 yield = aeael 
be = ae 
This proves the "if and only if'i. 0 
Corollarz F.5.4 
Let (; = ( (X, J.y), (P 8 : 9 E 8)) be an experiment and let 
e "' a E [0,1] .. Denote by P 8 the ~ P absolutely continuous 
81 f e fJ 
part of Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ae ~ 111?911 . 8 E e 
' 
(ii) if I~ a 
(iii) 1a~~ 
·---· 
Proof: By the proppsition 
where ~ is defined as in the proposition. Suppose a 9 ~ b 9 ; 
8 E e. By proposition 1' j a 1 i b. Hence, since cfb 1 G' 
~a J ~ • Thus (i) ==> (ii). It remains, since (ii) ==> (iii) 
is trivial, to prove (iii) ==> (i). Suppose :/a ~ ~ • We may, 
since (i) is trivial when ~ ,...JJ..a, assume ~f J/aQ Let s \.? 
and T denote, respectively, the standard measures of cfa and~ 
Then S(e8) ~ T(e 9) ioeo '1-ae ~ '1-be. Hence a ~b. 0 
Not all experiments ~ permitting the implication 
=> belongs, up to equivalence, to the class 
J 9 (cJa:aE[0,'1] }. We must therefore, in order to obtain the com-
plete chatacterization, extend this class. 
Jl Let ~ be a class of subsets of 9 satisfying 
of section 3 and let ex. be a function from 7{ to 
A1 , A2 and A3 
[0,1] 9 such 
etJ.uEU_ that L:( a(U) : U E U) = e and when 
We define the experiment in the obvious way i.e. ; = 
( ( 71.' all subsets), CQ9 : e E 9)) where Qe assigns, for each 
e E e and each U E l( , mass a.9 (U) to u 0 These experiments 
generalizes the experiments c1a since ja = ?{a. where It= 
{U: u ~ 9 and # u = 1 or = # 9) and a. 9(9) = a 9 ; 8 E 9. 
By A2 the restriction of 2{a to U E 2{ is equivalent ~~ 
j(o.9(U): 8 E U}. The product 1{a x u:~ is equivalent to J{a." 
where zA_ = {U n U 1 ; U E U , U 1 E /A_ 1 } and 
. 
a~(U") = L:{ae(U)a.e(U 1 ): UE u.. 'U 1 E 71. I' un U1 =U"} vJhen U" E t(o 
It is straight forward to check that 11 II //L satisfies A1 
The proof of the fact that U" also satisfies is a bit more 
involved. This, however, follows directly from corollary 3.5 and 
our next and conclusive thel!1rem. 
Theorem F.5.5 
~ a ~ 
An experiment G permits the implication 11 6 ~ ~ => 01~ 11 
if and only if ~ is equivalent to one of the experiments 2{ a • 
Consider the experiments ,rt = CC/\j '~~ ), CQe: e E 9)) and 2{ 0. .. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 1Aa. ~ ry· 
(ii) Ma. 11 
T1 5 5 J....  0 0 
(iii) a. 8 (U) ~ II the 2.: [Q8 , : 8' E U, 8 I= 8 } absolutely continuous 
part of Q8 11 when 8 E U EU. , and A Q8 = 0 when F is 
F 
not contained in any U E 7A_ • 
Proof: The equivalence of the three conditions will, since (ii) 
==> (i) is trivial, follow if we can prove (i) ==> (iii) and (iii) 
==> (ii). 
(i) -> (iii): Follows from the remark after corollary 4.4. and, 
since [ lta.JU "' lJ [a.8 (U) : 8 E U} , from corollary 5.4. 
(iii) ==> (ii): This follows from the corollaries 4.4. and 5.4. 
It remains to prove the 11only if 11 0 Suppose the experiment (t 
n i <=~ ==> J! 1rc ". with standard measure S permits the implication ~ / 6 J 
Put ?A = [e~ : s E sup:p S} • Then, since Jx8 S(dx) = 1 , 7J... satis-
8 
fies A1 • It follows from proposition 3.7 and corollary 3.9 
that 2{ satisfies, respectively, A2 and A3 • Hence ~ "' Z{ ex. 
tJ 
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